Abstract-We consider the framework of uncertainty propagation for automatic speech recognition (ASR) in highly nonstationary noise environments. Uncertainty is considered as the variance of speech distortion. Yet, its accurate estimation in the spectral domain and its propagation to the feature domain remain difficult. Existing methods typically rely on a single uncertainty estimator and propagator fixed by mathematical approximation. In this paper, we propose a new paradigm where we seek to learn more powerful mappings to predict uncertainty from data. We investigate two such possible mappings: linear fusion of multiple uncertainty estimators/propagators and nonparametric uncertainty estimation/propagation. In addition, a procedure to propagate the estimated spectral-domain uncertainty to the static Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), to the log-energy, and to their first-and second-order time derivatives is proposed. This results in a full uncertainty covariance matrix over both static and dynamic MFCCs. Experimental evaluation on Tracks 1 and 2 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge resulted in up to 29% and 28% relative keyword error rate reduction with respect to speech enhancement alone.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATIC speech recognition (ASR) remains challenging in everyday nonstationary noise environments [1] . Robust ASR approaches [2] may be classified as model compensation [3] , feature compensation [4] - [8] or hybrid techniques [9] - [11] . Uncertainty decoding [12] - [18] has emerged as a promising hybrid technique whereby speech enhancement is applied to the input noisy signal and the enhanced features are not considered as point estimates but as a Gaussian posterior distribution with time-varying variance. This variance or uncertainty is then used to dynamically adapt the acoustic model on each time frame for decoding. Decoding rules are available in closed form for hidden Markov models with mixture of Gaussian observation densities (GMM-HMMs) [12] and have recently started being investigated as a promising addition to deep neural network (DNN) based acoustic models [19] , [20] .
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The uncertainty is considered as the variance of speech distortion. It is derived from a parametric model of speech distortion accounting for additive noise or reverberation and it can be computed directly in the feature domain in which ASR operates [2] , [13] , [21] [13] or estimated in the spectral domain then propagated to the feature domain [14] , [15] , [18] , [24] - [27] . The latter approach typically performs best, as it allows speech enhancement to benefit from multichannel information in the spectral domain. We adopt this approach, which has led for instance to the best ASR accuracy in a real domestic environment as evaluated by the CHiME Challenge [28] .
Most existing spectral-domain uncertainty estimators are fixed by mathematical approximation [14] , [15] , [18] , [24] . Ozerov et al. [25] , Astudillo et al. [24] , and Adiloğlu et al. [29] showed that the uncertainty can be derived from the Wiener filter given estimates of the speech and noise power spectra, while Nesta et al. [18] considered the variance of the amplitude of each Fourier coefficient resulting from a prior Bernoulli model. Several uncertainty propagators have also been proposed to propagate uncertainty from the spectral domain to the feature domain based on, e.g., moment matching [3] , unscented transform [14] , and vector Taylor series (VTS) [30] . Due to the many approximations involved, e.g., linearization of the logarithm and decorrelation between consecutive speech frames, and to inaccurate estimation of the speech and noise power spectra, the resulting uncertainty is generally underestimated, so that the ASR performance remains lower than with perfect oracle uncertainty estimates [12] , [25] .
In order to address this issue, a few attempts have been made to learn uncertainty from data. Kolossa et al. [14] and Delcroix et al. [13] proposed to map the estimated spectral-domain or feature-domain uncertainty to the actual uncertainty measured on development data in the same domain by means of a linear or affine mapping. Affine mappings depending on the HMM state were also investigated in [22] . Kallasjoki et al. [31] used Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based regression to map some heuristic spectral-domain estimates into feature-domain uncertainty. Finally, Srinivasan et al. [26] employed a regression tree to map a spectral-domain binary mask into feature-domain uncertainty. These techniques are applicable to diagonal uncertainty covariance matrices only and they rely on a single mapping, which is applied in one domain only or jointly in the two domains. As a result, the word error rate (WER) reduction resulting from uncertainty decoding with a clean acoustic model and state-of-the-art speech enhancement front-end is typically on the order of 15% or less with respect to speech enhancement alone [16] , [31] , compared to 60% with the oracle uncertainty [16] . The major contribution of this work is the introduction of a framework to learn more powerful state-independent mappings. In our preliminary work [32] , we showed how to compute full uncertainty covariance matrices on static MFCCs, log-energy, and their time derivatives. In [33] , we did not consider full uncertainty covariance matrices but we focused on the linear fusion of diagonal uncertainty estimators by unweighted NMF and we evaluated the results on Track 1 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge instead. Here, we extend these two pieces of work in four ways. First, we propose a nonparametric uncertainty estimation/ propagation technique that is not constrained by the shape of the existing estimators anymore. Separate scalar mappings are used for each frequency bin and for each feature index, which makes it possible to learn more complex mappings without overfitting. Second, we introduce a family of weighted nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithms to estimate the mapping coefficients by minimizing some weighted measure of divergence with respect to oracle uncertainty estimates. Third, we show how to obtain full uncertainty covariance matrices with the proposed mapping framework. Finally, we perform an exhaustive evaluation of the impact of the weights and the divergence measure on Track 1 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge using the reference GMM-HMM system provided by the challenge organizers as a baseline. We also evaluate the results on Track 2 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge, which features a larger vocabulary.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the conventional framework for uncertainty handling and the proposed extension to full uncertainty covariance. The proposed fusion and nonparametric estimation techniques are described in Section III and the corresponding estimation algorithms are presented in Section IV. ASR results are discussed in Sections V and VI. We conclude in Section VII.
II. UNCERTAINTY HANDLING-BACKGROUND AND EXTENSION TO FULL UNCERTAINTY COVARIANCE
This section presents the uncertainty handling framework in the multichannel case. Fig. 1 shows the general schematic diagram including uncertainty estimation in the spectral domain, uncertainty propagation to the feature domain, and uncertainty decoding of the acoustic model.
A. Multichannel Source Separation
Let us consider a mixture of speech and noise sources recorded by microphones. In the complex short-time Fourier transform (STFT) domain, the observed multichannel signal can be modeled as [34] (
where is the so-called spatial image of the -th source, and and are the frequency index and the frame index, respectively. Each source image is assumed to follow a zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian model (2) whose parameters and are the short-term power spectrum and the spatial covariance matrix of the source, respectively, which may be estimated using a number of alternative speech enhancement techniques [14] , [18] , [34] ,. Once estimated, these parameters are used to derive an estimate of the target speech source by multichannel Wiener filtering (3) with (4) The source spatial image is then downmixed into a singlechannel source signal estimate as (5) where is a steering vector pointing to the source direction and denotes conjugate transposition. In the context of the CHiME challenge [28] , and for all . As an alternative to the STFT, quadratic time-frequency representations often improve enhancement by accounting for the local correlation between channels [34] . Expression (3) is not applicable anymore in that case since the mixture signal is represented by its empirical covariance matrix instead of . A more general expression may however be obtained for the magnitude of the mean as (6) which is enough for subsequent feature computation.
B. Uncertainty Estimation
The goal of uncertainty estimation is to obtain not only a point estimate of the target speech source represented by the mean of its posterior distribution but also an estimate of how much the true (unknown) source signal may deviate from it, as represented by its posterior variance . Three state-of-the-art estimators may be considered.
Kolossa's Estimator: Kolossa et al. [14] assumed the uncertainty to be proportional to the squared difference between the enhanced signal and the mixture (7) where is the downmixed mixture signal and the scaling factor is found by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the estimated uncertainty and the oracle uncertainty defined hereafter in Section IV-A.
Wiener Estimator: Astudillo [15] later proposed to quantify uncertainty by the posterior variance of the Wiener filter. In the multichannel case, the posterior covariance matrix of is given by [25] ( 8) with the identity matrix of size . The variance of is then easily derived as (9) Nesta's Estimator: Recently, Nesta et al. [18] obtained a different estimate based on a binary speech/noise predominance model 1 : (10) where and and are the prior variances of the target speech source and the other sources, respectively. The behavior of the three estimators is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
C. Propagation
From now on, we process one target speech source only and we drop index for notation convenience. The posterior mean and variance of the target speech source are propagated step by step to the feature domain for exploitation by the recognizer. At each step, the posterior is approximated as a Gaussian and represented by its mean and variance [15] . We use 39-dimensional feature vectors consisting of 12 MFCCs, the log-energy, and their first-and second-order time derivatives. The MFCCs are computed from the magnitude spectrum instead of the power spectrum since this has been shown to provide consistently better results in the context of uncertainty propagation [35] . Propagation is achieved in three steps illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The first step propagates the mean and the variance of to the magnitude domain. Since is complex-valued Gaussian, the -th order moment of can be derived in closed form as [36] ( 11) where is the gamma function and is the Laguerre polynominal.
The second step propagates the resulting means and variances to the static MFCCs (12) where with the number of frequency bins, is the diagonal matrix built from its vector argument, , , , and are the vector of pre-emphasis coefficients, the Mel filterbank matrix, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix, and the vector 1 This formula was initially defined for the variance of [18] , however we found it beneficial to use it for the variance of instead. Fig. 2 . Behavior of the uncertainty estimators. The horizontal axis represents the estimated proportion of speech in the observed mixture power spectrum, as defined later in (31) . The vertical axis is proportional to uncertainty. The uncertainty is normalized by the mixture power spectrum to emphasize the fact that the shape of the estimators doesn't depend on it.
of liftering coefficients, respectively. The propagation can be achieved by various techniques including the unscented transform (UT) and moment matching (MM), also known as the log-normal transform [3] , [14] , [15] . The mean and variance of the log-energy are also separately computed and concatenated with those of the MFCCs, yielding the mean and the variance of the static feature vector. In the third step, the uncertainty about the static features is propagated to the full feature vector. The static features in the preceding 4 frames, in the current frame, and in the following 4 frames are concatenated into a column vector . The full feature vector can be expressed in matrix form as (13) where is the Kronecker product, is the identity matrix of size , and the matrix is given by [37] (14) The mean and the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution are derived as
where and are obtained by concatenating into a column vector and into a block-diagonal matrix. Only the diagonal of is retained.
D. Uncertainty Decoding
The likelihood of the acoustic model given an observation is modified by marginalizing over the clean data as (17) where is the clean acoustic model for state . For low distortion levels, this can be approximated as [12] , [24] (18) In the case when is a GMM with components with weights, means, and diagonal covariance matrices denoted as , , and , respectively, the modified likelihood (18) can be computed in closed form as [12] ( 19) In terms of computation time, the cost of uncertainty estimation and propagation is negligible compared to that of uncertainty decoding. In our implementation, the cost of computing the modified acoustic likelihoods was 1.2 times larger for diagonal uncertainty covariance matrices and 3.1 times larger for full uncertainty covariance matrices than the cost of computing the conventional likelihoods without uncertainty. Furthermore, the impact of this extra cost decreases with larger vocabulary size as the computation time becomes dominated by the decoding of the word graph.
E. Extension to a Full Uncertainty Covariance Matrix
In practice, we found the restriction to a diagonal uncertainty covariance matrix to limit ASR performance. This can be explained by the fact that source separation errors are often localized in the time-frequency plane, which results in correlation of uncertainties across MFCC coefficients. We now explain how to compute a full uncertainty covariance for both static and dynamic MFCCs, following the same three steps as in Fig. 3 .
In the first step, we do not only compute the scalar moments of the magnitude and power spectra but also their cross-moments. Let us define the vector . The mean and the covariance matrix of are given by
where is defined in (11) . The full magnitude and power spectra are concatenated into a vector . The mean and the covariance matrix of are obtained by stacking and in the same order, yielding a block-diagonal covariance matrix with four diagonal blocks.
In the second step, uncertainty is propagated to the vector consisting of the static MFCCs and the log-energy. This vector may be computed using the nonlinear function (22) where , , and , are expanded versions of the pre-emphasis matrix, the Mel filterbank matrix, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix, and the liftering matrix, respectively. More specifically, these matrices are defined as (23) (24) where is the identity matrix of size , is a vector of ones, and , , , and are defined as in Section II-C. Following the improvement demonstrated by VTS over UT and MM in [25] , is approximately linearized by its first-order VTS expansion around its mean [30] (25)
The mean and the covariance of are therefore computed as (26) (27) with the Jacobian matrix given by (28) where the division is performed element-wise. The static MFCCs are subject to cepstral mean normalization [37] . For large enough number of time frames , we treat the mean of the MFCCs over time as a deterministic quantity. Therefore, the mean MFCC vectors are normalized as usual while the covariance matrices are unchanged.
In the third step, the mean and the covariance matrix of the full feature vector as obtained as in (15)- (16) and the full matrix is retained. Note that the covariance matrices of the clean model remain diagonal, however.
III. PROPOSED FUSION AND NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK
After having reviewed the state of the art and the proposed extension to full uncertainty covariance, we now present the proposed fusion and nonparametric estimators. The learning of the corresponding fusion weights and kernel weights is addressed later in Section IV. We first focus on uncertainty estimation in the spectral domain and then on uncertainty propagation to the feature domain.
A. Fused/nonparametric Uncertainty Estimation
Looking back at Fig. 2 , we see that the three spectral-domain uncertainty estimators introduced in Section II-B have different behaviors. Kolossa's estimator decreases when the speech power spectrum increases. The two other estimators reach a maximum when the power spectra of speech and noise are equal but Nesta's estimator increases more quickly than the Wiener estimator. Motivated by this observation, we propose to learn the optimal estimator from data.
Fusion: A first idea is to fuse multiple uncertainty estimators by linear combination in order to obtain a more accurate estimator. This is a form of early fusion. In the following, we assume that the fusion weights depend on frequency but that they are independent of the signal-to-noise ratio and the HMM state. Indeed, the signal-to-noise ratio in each time-frequency bin is typically unknown and the uncertainty represents the variance of speech distortion, which depends on the speech enhancement technique but not on the GMM-HMM subsequently used for decoding.
Denoting by the number of estimators, the fused estimator can be expressed as (29) where is one of the original estimators in (7), (9), (10), and are the fusion coefficients. The fusion coefficients are constrained to be nonnegative so that the fused estimator is always nonnegative. Stacking the original uncertainty estimates over all time frames into a matrix and the fused estimates into a vector for each frequency , where is the number of frames, (29) can be written in matrix form as (30) where is the vector of fusion coefficients. In order to compensate for possible additive bias in the original uncertainty estimates, we also add a nonnegative frequencydependent bias. This is simply achieved by adding a row of ones to the matrix and a corresponding coefficient in for the bias value.
Nonparametric Mapping: Although the fused uncertainty estimator potentially improves over the original fixed estimators, its shape remains constrained by these original estimators. This motivates us to learn the full shape of the estimator from data in a nonparametric fashion. To do this, we express the uncertainty in the same way as in (29), but we consider the original estimators to be a set of kernel functions instead of the existing Wiener, Nesta's, or Kolossa's estimators.
As it appears from Section II-B and Fig. 2 , most uncertainty estimators share two properties. First, the estimated uncertainty is proportional to the mixture power spectrum. Second, they can be expressed as a function of the Wiener gain, that is the ratio of the speech power spectrum and the mixture power spectrum. In the multichannel case, we define the Wiener gain as (31) where is the multichannel Wiener filter defined in (4) . By property of the multichannel Wiener filter, is real-valued and between 0 and 1.
Based on these two properties, we define the kernels as (32) Fig. 4 . triangular kernels (dotted) and example resulting uncertainty estimator (plain). The horizontal axis represents the estimated proportion of speech in the observed mixture power spectrum, as defined in (31) . The vertical axis is proportional to uncertainty. The uncertainty is normalized by the mixture power spectrum to emphasize the fact that the shape of the estimator (i.e., the plain curve) doesn't depend on it. Notice that the plain curve is obtained by summing the triangular dotted curves with different nonnegative weights.
where are a set of normalized kernel functions on [0,1] indexed by . In the following, we choose triangular kernels (33) which results in a piecewise linear mapping. The weights encode the value of the mapping when . Fig. 4 shows the shape of the kernels and one example resulting mapping. The number of kernels governs the precision of the uncertainty estimates. A bigger potentially increases accuracy, but too large results in overfitting.
B. Fused/Nonparametric Uncertainty Propagation with Diagonal Covariance
The estimated spectral-domain uncertainties are propagated to the feature domain by VTS. Although this results in better feature-domain uncertainties than UT or MM, we found experimentally these feature-domain uncertainties to be underestimated. This may be due to the initial assumption that spectral-domain uncertainties are independent across time-frequency bins, as well as to the approximations involved in VTS. The estimation of the correlation of uncertainties across time-frequency bins appears to be a difficult far-end goal. Therefore, we propose to learn from data how to correct the estimated uncertainties. Let us consider first the case of a diagonal uncertainty covariance matrix . Rescaling: A first way of correcting the underestimation is to rescale the coefficients of one estimated uncertainty covariance matrix as [13] ( 34) where is a vector of nonnegative scaling coefficients. Fusion: One may also keep several spectral-domain uncertainty estimates by applying the fused estimator in (29) with different values of the fusion weights and propagate each of them to the feature domain, yielding feature-domain uncertainty estimates indexed by for each feature index . These uncertainty estimates may then be fused similarly to above. In the following, we assume that the fusion weights depend on the feature index but that they are independent of the signal-to-noise ratio and the HMM state. The fused uncertainty propagator is obtained as (35) where is the vector of fused estimates, is the vector of fusion coefficients and is a matrix whose elements are . This expression generalizes (34) to the case of multiple feature-domain uncertainty estimates.
Nonparametric Mapping: Finally, we can estimate the uncertainty nonparametrically by applying (35) where are a set of kernels indexed by . In the following, we choose triangular kernels defined as (36) where is the result of linearly normalizing the nonparametric feature-domain uncertainty estimator to the interval [0,1] for each feature index . More precisely, is computed by propagating to the feature domain the nonparametric spectral-domain estimator previously obtained for one value of the weights and where and are the minimum and maximum value of observed on the development set for a given .
C. Fused/Nonparametric Uncertainty Propagation with Full Covariance
To exploit the full benefit of uncertainty decoding, a full uncertainty covariance matrix is needed. The extension of (35) to full covariance matrices is not trivial, however. Therefore, we first estimate the rescaling or fusion weights from the diagonal , where is the vector consisting of the diagonal entries of its matrix argument, and we apply them to the full matrix using the following heuristic approach. We compute a vector of equivalent rescaling coefficients as (37) where the division is performed element-wise, and we apply them to the full matrix as (38) This approach is applicable to the three methods presented above (rescaling, fusion, and nonparametric mapping) and it ensures that the positive semi-definiteness of the full covariance matrix is preserved.
IV. LEARNING OF FUSION/NONPARAMETRIC COEFFICIENTS
The uncertainty estimators presented in the previous section rely on a set of weights. We propose to learn these weights on development data for which the true speech signal is known such that the resulting uncertainty estimates are as close as possible to the oracle uncertainty.
A. Oracle Estimators
The oracle uncertainty refers to the best possible uncertainty that can be estimated when the clean data is known. It can be computed in the spectral domain as (39) and in the feature domain in the diagonal case as (40) where and are the clean complex-valued STFT coefficients and the clean features, respectively 2 .
B. Weighted divergence measures
For the three proposed approaches (rescaling, fusion, and nonparametric mapping), we optimize the weights on development data by minimizing some measure of divergence between the estimated uncertainties and the oracle uncertainties. There are many possible choices of divergences, including the well-known Itakura-Saito (IS), Kullback-Leibler (KL), and squared Euclidean (EUC) divergences, which belong to the family of -divergences with , 1, or 2, respectively [38] , and more general Bregman divergences. These divergences can be characterized by two main properties: their shape, i.e., how they penalize underestimation and overestimation with respect to each other, and their scale, i.e., how they vary with respect to the scale of the input.
The scale property is particularly important in our context since the scale of speech spectra is extremely variable from one frame to another and the scale of features is extremely variable from one feature index to another. We therefore consider the minimization of the following weighted -divergence measures (41) (42) where and are the oracle uncertainties in time frame , and are the estimated uncertainties in that time frame, is the -divergence between two scalars, and is the standard deviation of the features defined by (43) In the following, we consider three particular divergences: the IS divergence (44) 2 In the case when a quadratic time-frequency representation is used instead of the STFT, the spectral-domain oracle uncertainty can still be computed by expressing (39) in terms of the empirical mixture covariance matrix and the correlation vector with and ; the vertical axis is the feature index (in the following order: 12 MFCCs, logenergy, first-order derivatives, and second-order derivatives), the horizontal axis corresponds to the three feature-domain estimators IS est., KL est., and EUC est. resulting from spectral-domain fusion with and , 1, or 2, respectively, and "bias" refers to the additive bias as explained in Section III-A1. In both subfigures, darker color corresponds to a larger weight.
the KL divergence (45) and the squared EUC distance (46) The exponent governs the scale of the divergence. For instance, the value corresponds to a scale-invariant spectral-domain divergence 3 . The spectral-domain divergences corresponding to and scale with the magnitude and the squared magnitude of the signal, respectively.
C. Multiplicative Update Rules
The optimization problems (41) and (42) are instances of weighted nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [39] . The fusion coefficients are found by applying the following iterative multiplicative updates [38] : (47) (48) where denotes element-wise multiplication and powers are computed element-wise, and are the vectors of oracle uncertainties, is the vector with entries , and is the vector whose entries are all equal to . The coefficients and estimated on the development data are then applied to the test data. 
V. DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION ON A SMALL-VOCABULARY TASK
In order to assess the proposed framework, we perform a first set of experiments on Track 1 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge [28] . The target utterances are 6-word sequences of the form command color preposition letter digit adverb . The utterances are read by 34 speakers and mixed with real domestic background noise at 6 different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The task is to report the letter and digit tokens, which are the two most difficult words in the utterances. Performance is measured in terms of keyword accuracy, that is the percentage of tokens recognized correctly. The training set contains 500 noiseless reverberated utterances corresponding to 0.14 hour per speaker. The development set and the test set contain 600 utterances each, corresponding to 0.16 hour per SNR. The noise properties in the development set are similar to the test set, however the noise signals are different. 
A. Experimental Setup
Speech enhancement is applied to the development and test datasets using the Flexible Audio Source Separation Toolbox (FASST) [34] with the same settings as in [32] , which were optimized on the development set. A quadratic time-frequency representation on the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwith (ERB) scale was used.
The fusion weights and the nonparametric estimators are trained on the development set. The optimal parameter choices found on the development set are , , and in the spectral domain, and and in the feature domain. The impact of these choices is discussed in Sections V-C4 and V-C5.
Speaker-dependent acoustic models are trained from the reverberated noiseless training set using the HTK baseline provided by the challenge organizers [28] . Decoding is performed using the HTK baseline with Astudillo's patch 4 for diagonal uncertainty covariances and with our own patch 5 for full uncertainty covariances. These patches dynamically adapt the GMM observation probabilities as described in Section II-D. Fig. 5 represents the optimal fusion coefficients estimated on the development set for Kolossa's, Wiener, and Nesta's estimators. The resulting spectral-domain estimator in Fig. 5(a) is a scaled version of Nesta's at higher frequencies and a combination of Wiener and Nesta's at lower frequencies, while the resulting feature-domain estimator in Fig. 5(b) is mostly a scaled version of the KL-fused estimator with some additive bias on the static features. Fig. 6 illustrates the nonparametric mappings learned from the development set. Contrary to Wiener and Nesta's estimators, the learned spectral-domain mapping has an asymmetric shape and it varies with frequency. It is interesting to note that the mapping value at very low frequencies remains large for Wiener gain values close to 1, which is consistent with the fact that there is no speech at these frequencies. The learned feature-domain mapping is more difficult to interpret, as it does not monotonously increase with respect to as one would expect. Nevertheless, the learned uncertainty is larger for static MFCCs than for delta and delta-delta MFCCs, which is consistent with the fact that the value range is larger for the former. 4 http://www.astudillo.com/ramon/research/stft-up/ 5 http://full-ud-htk.gforge.inria.fr/
B. Estimated Fusion/Nonparametric Coefficients

C. ASR Results
We now evaluate the impact of the proposed uncertainty estimators on keyword accuracy. In all experiments, the average accuracies on all development or all test data have a 95% confidence interval on the order of . Full Uncertainty Covariance: Table I assesses our baseline system with Wiener uncertainty estimation and VTS uncertainty propagation. Similar results were observed with Nesta's estimator (not shown in the table). After source separation, the accuracy with conventional decoding (no uncertainty) is 85.01% on average over all SNRs in the test set. State-of-the-art uncertainty decoding with diagonal uncertainty covariance increases accuracy to 86.29%. The proposed system using full uncertainty covariance on all features achieves 87.00% accuracy that is 13% relative error rate reduction compared to conventional decoding. The results systematically improve when modeling the uncertainty over both static and dynamic features. Overall, this validates the benefit of full uncertainty covariance over both static and dynamic features.
In an additional experiment (not shown in the table), we evaluated the performance obtained with full uncertainty covariance matrices where the covariance coefficients between the features derived from the magnitude spectrum (MFCCs and their derivatives) and the features derived from the power spectrum (log-energy and its derivatives) have been zeroed out. The resulting ASR performance was equal to that obtained from the full uncertainty covariance matrix. As a matter of fact, covariance coefficients far from the diagonal tend to be smaller compared to those close to the diagonal. The covariance coefficients between MFCCs and log-energy also tend to be quite small, despite the fact that the magnitude and power spectra from which they are derived are strongly correlated. This indicates that the estimation of full uncertainty covariance matrices may be simplified by separately estimating and propagating uncertainty for the MFCCs and their derivatives on the one hand and for the log-energy and its derivatives on the other hand.
Fusion and Nonparametric Mapping: Table II shows the results achieved with fusion or nonparametric mapping. Similar trends are seen for diagonal and full uncertainty covariances. In the following, we comment the latter only.
Starting from the above baseline, the average accuracy on the test set improves to 88.11% by featuredomain uncertainty rescaling. This is already a significant improvement, which confirms that the uncertainties estimated by state-of-the-art techniques must be rescaled in order to match the actual uncertainty in the data. By fusing Kolossa's, Wiener, and Nesta's uncertainty estimators, performance improves to 88.20%. Further fusing the IS-fused estimator, the KL-fused estimator and the EUC-fused estimator in the feature domain yields 89.18% accuracy, that is 28% relative error rate reduction compared to conventional decoding and 9% with respect to rescaling.
Using a nonparametric mapping in both the spectral and the feature domain resulted in 89.42% keyword accuracy, that is 29% relative error rate reduction compared to conventional decoding and 2% with respect to fusion. This is about twice larger than the improvements due to uncertainty decoding reported in the state of the art, that are typically on the order of 15% relative or less compared to conventional decoding [22] , [31] .
Comparison with ROVER Fusion: For comparison, we also evaluate the performance of recognizer output voting error reduction (ROVER) fusion [40] on the same data. We estimate spectral-domain uncertainty using Kolossa's, Wiener, and Nesta's estimators and propagate them to the feature domain using VTS. This results in three feature-domain uncertainty estimates. For each of these estimates, we compute the best ASR hypothesis with uncertainty decoding and associate a confidence measure to each word. We then use ROVER to combine these three hypotheses. The results are shown in Table IV.  Comparing with Table II , we can see that our fusion/nonparametric framework outperforms ROVER in both the diagonal and the full uncertainty case. This might be explained by the fact that the estimated uncertainties are still underestimated and ROVER does not seem to be able to avoid this problem.
Impact of the number of kernels: We now evaluate the impact of the various parameter choices on the ASR performance. Table III illustrates the impact of the choice of the number of spectral-domain kernels given the optimal number of feature-domain kernels , and vice-versa. The best numbers are found to be and . However, other values yield statistically equivalent ASR performance. The proposed nonparametric mapping framework is therefore robust to the choice of the number of kernels (provided it is in between 10 and 1000).
Impact of the Choice of Weighted Divergence:
Tables V and VI complete these results by evaluating the choice of the divergence parameters and in the spectral domain and in the feature domain. In either case, this choice has a minor impact on the resulting keyword accuracy. The best choices appear to be weighted KL-divergences, namely and in the spectral domain, and and in the feature domain.
D. Accuracy of Uncertainty Estimation
Besides the induced ASR performance, we believe that it is important to evaluate our framework in terms of the resulting uncertainty estimation accuracy. Indeed, it is believed that uncertainty decoding will eventually improve the performance of DNN-based acoustic models by giving additional cues to the DNNs about the distortion of the speech input [19] , [20] , [41] ,. Therefore better uncertainty estimation will most probably result in better ASR performance in that context too.
To do so, we measure the weighted -divergence obtained as the result of solving the minimization problems (41) and (42) for a given and . The results shown in Table VII indicate that fusion and nonparametric mapping improve the accuracy of the estimated uncertainty compared to both in the spectral domain and in the feature domain and that nonparametric uncertainty estimation and propagation provides the best results in all cases.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION ON A MEDIUM-VOCABULARY TASK
In addition to the above experiments, we evaluated the ASR performance achieved on Track 2 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge [28] . The main difference concerns the vocabulary size. Track 2 is based on the 5000-word Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus, which was mixed with real domestic background noise at 6 different SNRs similarly to Track 1. The task is to transcribe the whole utterance and performance is measured in terms of WER. The training set contains 7138 noiseless utterances from 83 speakers totaling 15 hours. The development set contains 410 utterances from 10 speakers, each mixed at 6 different SNRs, totaling 5 hours. The test set contains 330 utterances from 8 speakers, each mixed at 6 different SNRs, totaling 4 hours. The 
A. Experimental Setup
Speech enhancement is applied to the training, development and test datasets using the FASST toolbox [34] with the same settings as previously.
Speaker-independent GMM-HMM acoustic models are trained from the reverberated noiseless training set using Kaldi. The feature vectors consist of MFCCs, log-energy, and their first-and second-order derivatives, similarly to above 6 . The uncertainty is estimated using the best configuration of , , and found in Section V. Uncertainty decoding with diagonal uncertainty covariance matrices is performed using our Kaldi patch 7 , which dynamically adapts the GMM observation probabilities as described in Section II-D. Uncertainty decoding with full uncertainty covariance matrices is achieved by retaining the 100-best list obtained with diagonal uncertainty covariance matrices and by recomputing the acoustic scores. The language model is the trigram provided by the Challenge 6 The considered GMM-HMM does not include advanced feature transforms and training/decoding techniques such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), maximum likelihood linear transformation (MLLT), feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR), feature-space minimum phone error (fMPE), speaker adaptive training (SAT), discriminative language modeling (DLM), or minimum Bayes risk (MBR) decoding, which were shown to bring the performance of GMM-HMMs close to that of DNN-HMMs [42] . The interplay of such techniques with uncertainty decoding is out of the scope of this paper. 7 http://ud-kaldi.gforge.inria.fr/ organizers and the optimal language model weight is found on the development set. For comparison, we evaluated the performance of a speaker-independent DNN-HMM system trained on the enhanced training set. This system follows the Kaldi recipe for Track 2 of the 2nd CHiME Challenge and uses the same language model. It is trained by minimizing cross-entropy on 40-dimensional logmel spectra with a context of 11 frames. The initial alignment is obtained using a GMM-HMM without uncertainty. Note that the comparison is favorable to the DNN-HMM, since it relies on the availability of a large multi-condition training set, whereas the GMM-HMM is trained on noiseless data only and it relies on a smaller set of noisy data to estimate the weights of the nonparametric estimators.
B. ASR Results
The ASR results are shown in Tables VIII and IX for GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM acoustic models, respectively. Although the best result achieved by GMM-HMM uncertainty decoding is not comparable to the DNN-HMM system, our nonparametric uncertainty estimation and propagation framework still significantly outperforms the baseline and yields 28% relative WER reduction compared to conventional decoding. This shows that the accuracy of our uncertainty estimators is independent of the vocabulary size.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a framework to improve the accuracy of uncertainty estimates in the context of uncertainty decoding by fusion of multiple uncertainty estimators or by nonparametric mapping both in the spectral and in the feature domain. The fusion weights and the nonparametric mappings are learned from development data, which makes it possible to address some of the shortcomings of state-of-the-art uncertainty estimators based on fixed mathematical approximations. Experiments on the 2nd CHiME Challenge data showed that nonparametric uncertainty estimation and propagation results in a significant reduction of keyword error rate of 29% relative compared to conventional decoding (without uncertainty) with a GMM-HMM baseline.
Future work will consider discriminative criteria for learning the nonparametric mappings. We will also evaluate the proposed technique in mismatched development and test conditions and assess the impact of uncertainty decoding based alignment on DNN-HMM acoustic modeling performance when training DNN-HMMs from noisy data. In the longer term, this work is also expected to have some impact on the structure of DNN acoustic models themselves, for which uncertainty decoding has recently started being investigated as one way of giving additional cues to the DNNs about the distortion of the speech input [19] , [20] , [41] . 
